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‘Beit known >that 1„ Lnsnin M, .Ni Ñ’Ñïisn, 
a citizen of the` United SÉELLGS, and le lîßâiflQlLt; 
of McKeesport, inthe county ìof: Allegheny 
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`and State ‘of Pennsylvania,¿have invented 
certain new and; useful?\llinprovement1` in 
Generators, of Whicln` thevìfofllïoyvnngi is1` specilication. ` 1.15 t _ 

My invention relates to improvements in 
gas generators, and» it‘consists.` in L the con-f` 
struction, combination and arrangement‘ofi` 
parts as herein described and claimed.. 
An obj ect of my invention is to provide a 

generator, adapted more particularly for 
generating gas under extremely high pres 
sures, one of' the foremost principles of the 
invention residing in the means for equaliz 
ing the gas pressures in the fluid and chemi 
cal containers. 
Other objects and advantages Willappear 

in the following specification, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawing in 
Which 

Figure 1 is a` vertical section of the iin 
proved gas generator, and j ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a plan View of the coupling. 
The gas `generator comprises a chemical 

container 1 and a fluid container 2. Both of 
these are provided with screw threads 3 and 
4 respectively at the adjacent ends, and by 
this means are joined together through the 
medium of a coupling 5 which also acts as a 
partition between the tvvo containers. 
Both containers have annular raised por 

tions 6 which in practice are knurled, to fa 
cilitate gripping them in unscrevving them 
from the coupling. The coupling 5 has a 
central dome 7 With a duct 8 and lateral 
opening 9. The passage of the fluid from 
the container 2 through the duct 8, is con 
trolled by the valve 1 . ‘ 
A boss 11 provides the bearing or mount 

ing for the valve 10. A gland l2 includes a 
packing 12a which prevents the escape of 
gas out of the bore in which the valve oper 
ates. A gas equalizing pipe 18 is fixed in the 
coupling 5 as illustrated, and terminates 
near the roof of the container 2. 
In practice the upper end of the pipe 13 

stands Well above the level of the Huid. _The 
purpose of this pipe, is to convey gas ̀ from 
the container 1 to the top of the fluid con- n 
tainer 2, thus filling both of these chambers 
with gas at an equal pressure. c The drop 
ping of the fluid at the duct 8 Will thus con 
tinue Without interruption. This generator 
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isill’ßenlded for the generationifofgas under 
@Xtl‘efnelrz Shinn ̀ pressures, .21ST ‘has already 
‘Meinl-‘Qdi 'Ltedï Qbyiously» a rise «of Pressure the container 1 toi any considere 
able extennjwoulcl once causethe fluid to 
âeiâise , ñcvving _or drapping` out ofr the duct 8. 

Gas is conducted out of the container 2 by 
i ai connecti‘ons1141s:` i `The bore of“ the connection 

.-'r‘soinevvhat flared at the exposed end, to fa~ 
cilitate the filling of the container 2 with 
fluid, When the union 15 is removed for the 
purpose. The pipe 16 secured to the connec 
tion 1&1 by the union, leads to any suitable 
gas container or any desired device such as 
a íilterer. 

It has been demonstrated in _ . practice, Vthat 
the gas pressure inside of the generator be 
comes so great that the turning of the union. 
15 is almost impossible, by reason of the 
tension on the threads. The pet cock 17 at 
one side of the container 2, enables the re 
lief of' the gas ̀ pressure on the inside so that 
theunion .15 may be turned. 
While the construction and arrangement 

of' the generator is that of a generally pre 
ferred form, obviously modifications and 
changes may be made Without departing 
from the spirit of the invention or the scope 
of the claims. 

I claim : 
1. In a gas generator, a gas receiving 

container, means for conducting away the 
gas including pipe connections with a union, 
and means including a pet cock for pre 
liminarily relieving the pressure of gas in 
the container to enable the unsci‘eiving of the 
u_nion _for the rem-oval of the pipe connec» 
tion. 

2. A gas generator, comprising a chemi~ 
cal container, a fluid container, means for 
periodically dropping the fluid upon a 
chemical in the chemical container to gen 
erate gas, means joining Athe upper part of 
the fluid container for conducting away the 
gas, said means including pipe connections 
and a unio-n joining them, and means includ 
ing a pet cock enabling the relief' of the gas 
pressure on the inside of thefluid container 
so that the unionl may be unscreived. 

8. A gas generator, comprising a chemical 
container, a Huid container, means for peri 
odically dropping the fluid upon a chemical 
in the chemical container to generate gas, 
means joining the upper part of the fluid 
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container for conducting away the gas, said 
means including pipe connections ‘and a 
union joining them, means including a pet 
cock enabling the relief of the as pressure 
lcn the inside of the fluid container so that 
the uni-0n may loe unscrewed, and means 
situated between and communicating with 
the gas spaces of' both containers for equalizê 
ing the gas pressures thus preventing im 
pedance to the dropping of the fluid, said 
means including an equalizing pipe. 

4. A gas generator, vcomprising a chemical 
' container with a threaded rim, a Huid con 
Y tainer with a threaded p_art, acombined cou# 
pling and partition joining the two contain 
ers, ademe having a duct and fluid opening 
formed in the coupling, a valve regulating 
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. the size of the opening to ycontrol the drop 
ping of fluid from the upper to the lower 
container, an equ'alizing pipe fixed in the 
partition and communicating with the gas 
space in the chemical container and the gas 
space in the fluid container above the fluid, 
to equalize the gas pressures and prevent 
the impedance of the dropping of the fluid 
by excessive gas pressure in the chemical 
container, a gas connection having a bore 
with a flared entrance to facilitate the pour 
ing in of fluid, a gas pipe joining the connec* 
ti-cn, a union making the connection between 
the two, and a pet cock for the relief of gas 
inside vof the fluid container to enable the 
unscrewing of the union. 

LESLIE M. N. WISE. 
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